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The up-to-date, practical guide for helping your child deal with anxiety Fear, worry, stomach
pains, self-doubt— By making changes little by little, any child with stress and anxiety will get well
and stay well. Using kid-friendly concepts and real-life illustrations, this reassuring guidebook
helps adults and children understand the powerful ways that anxiety functions and how to
overcome its negative effects. the partnership between anxiety and additional illnesses and
complications such as ADHD, depressive disorder, and autism; This revised edition contains all-
fresh chapters on meals phobia; and stress in teenagers.   The lessons in The Anxiety Treat for
Children have helped many children break free from anxiety.they are common symptoms of
stress and anxiety in children. Provides up-to-date, practical guidance for helping both younger
children and teenagers deal with anxiety issues Shows how to understand the symptoms of
panic, evaluate a child's dependence on medication and/or therapy, assess the function of the
family members in panic disorders, and take concrete steps to find solutions Explains how
exactly to communicate effectively together with your kid, help him or her confront fear, and
increase your child's emotions of accomplishment and self-esteem Addresses a range of
anxiousness disorders, such as food phobia and anxieties about terrorism, as well as the
relationship between panic and other illnesses Also includes advice which you can use by
teachers, coaches, doctors, therapists, college nurses, and other people who work with anxious
kids
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An important book That is a practical book for kids and their parents about how exactly to
manage anxiety.I loved the relaxed and anecdotal style. It felt like somebody I loved and trusted
offering me gossipy common-sense with a highly professional underlay. The 'home design' felt
like one person speaking from years of experience. A good buy I purchased this reserve to be
able to help my 5 year old child with school anxiety.We liked the dragon v sunlight dialogue. It
gets the band of truth about any of it for me.The reason and light of the voice of "sunlight" is, for
me personally, the voice of the Good Shepherd!I loved the advice about the journal and could
see this employ a practical application for many people and situations. I think the voice of the
dragon constantly has a threatening sneer in it! I intermittently maintain a journal of thoughts
myself therefore I'm encouraged! That's how I have come to recognise "the dragon" for
myself!...For me personally, as an interested adult who is alongside children/teens from time to
time, there was comprehensive of information on the annals and chemistry of anxiety that was
beneficial to know was there so I could access it if I ever needed to but I was able to miss the
details and visit the next bit without feeling I'd missed some vital information.TACFK is clearly
written for an American readership and that's totally cool. The publication has some very good
information on anxiety generally and gives helpful methods to explain anxiousness to children in
order to help them know very well what is going on inside their minds also to help them beat it.
this is clearly silly!.. but I'd comment that it provides application in any lifestyle though a 'First
World' tradition would find TACFK familiar.Thinking about this last point a little more I may see
that particular section around web page 212 is talking with the "Western" obsession with
H&S/blame which is reaching almost epidemic proportions within the UK too! (Some want to
blame the recent floods in the UK on someone;. Or possibly it's media driven?)One of my
methods of a "really good book" is that I finish and immediately need to give it away... therefore
i have firmly created my name in the front so I will purchase another to give away. I wish to hold
onto this one as I believe it's a significant book. Disgusting and immediate returned. I would
recommend this book to ANY mother or father with a child that they THINK might have anxiety.
For ages 10-15 It is a parents reading. Better for old kids. Younger children might believe her
dragon analogies are true and have nightmares in the event that you shared them with your
child, but I obtain the idea. A triumph of family enterprise!.Mostly it helped us to recognize we
weren't by itself and we didn't have to forage on our very own. Five Stars great help I
recommend this publication to everyone who asks what we tried This book plus therapy was
instrumental in assisting our 6 year old deal with her GAD. The dragon and wizard stuffed in the
blanks where therapy remaining off, and helped the lightbulb instant happen for us. wonderful
book for small children w/ anxiety My 6 12 months olds therapist recommended this reserve if
you ask me to understand anxiety and different ways to handle it. I would recommend this book
to everyone who asks what we tried! Thanks great service Great book great price great service
One Star No problem with on-time delivery, however the book had not been what I thought it
might be. The therapist stated "This is actually the anxiety Bible for young children" and I can see
why she says that. Great read for parents that don't realize anxiety! I have never experienced
stress in children or adults which means this is starting me off from the beginning and I am
getting a hold of it and tackling it quick. Excellent Book This book really did an excellent job of
guiding us down a way to find solutions for our family. However, I thought it was geared a little
more towards teenagers and did not offer as very much help with this topic of college related
anxiety with small children. Four Stars Very useful for our ten yr old boy. Boy the Dragon is
usually such a wonderful and easy way to deal with it. One Star Wasn't what I was expecting.
Needed approaches for typical kids with aniexty The Dragon and the Wizard were the PERFECT



story to tell a 6 year old to empower ... Become familiar with SO very much on how to help them
cope with their fears! The Dragon and the Wizard were the PERFECT story to tell a 6 year
outdated to empower him to gain control over what worried him most. So far better to give a
book away! I give this book almost 95% credit for helping us help our child overcome his anxiety
issues. Disgusting and immediate returned Book was damaged and smelled ! In my experience
lending books just becomes frustrating as they never - or very hardly ever - return!
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